How to get to Ho Sin Hang Engineering Bldg. (H25) and William M.W. Mong Engineering Bldg. (H32)

By Driving

- After passing the Main Entrance, drive along the RIGHT HAND SIDE and go straight ahead until you see a FOOT BRIDGE then turn right. You will see 10-storey light green building (Ho Sing Hang Engineering Bldg.). Passing through that building parking lot, you will reach the 4th Floor of William M.W. Mong Engineering Bldg.

By Train and (Big) University School Bus

- Take the school bus from the train station to Sir Run Run Shaw Hall (the 2nd bus stop), the Engineering Buildings are only 4-minute walk away.

By Train and Shuttle Bus (HK$5 per trip)

The shuttle bus service between the University train station and the Engineering Buildings are provided for staff, students and visitors every 30 minutes from Monday to Saturday. The service operates:

An up route (University train station to the Engineering Buildings) every half hour from 08:00am to 11:00pm. Please let the driver know that you have to get off at the Engineering Buildings.

A down route (the Engineering Buildings to University train station) every half hour from around 07:20am to 10:20pm.

On Foot

- Follow Chung Chi Road, it takes about 15-minute walk uphill from train station.